Comparison of Pathways Printed Materials versus Digital/Online

Printed:
- In addition to the $20/path, you must pay a $25 fee for each printed path. For this fee, you receive all 5 levels of one path.
- The printed format accommodates those without a computer or a printer.
- Slow and unreliable internet connection is not a problem.
- The printed format limits your choices for electives and path selection. The elective projects are pre-selected. The member is unable to make the path uniquely his/her own.

**Only Five Paths are available in print:**
- Dynamic Leadership
- Leadership Development
- Presentation Mastery
- Strategic Relationships and
- Team Collaboration
- Printed materials for a path are received in **three** installments.
  - Level 1 & 2, then
  - Level 3, then
  - Levels 4 & 5
- After the VPE (Vice President Education) or BCM (Base Camp Manager) verifies the projects in an installment are complete and enters a Level Completion in Base Camp and Club Central, Toastmasters International sends the next shipment.
- The online digital resources are not accessible for printed paths.
- Printed paths are not translated into all languages due to expense.
- The printed format requires more work by the Base Camp Manager (BCM) – he/she performs more online tasks that the member would normally do if using the online version.

Digital/Online:
- Members have access to more path and elective options, educational videos, and interactive activities.
- Members work with a customized path to satisfy their needs.
- When choosing an online path, members will learn the Pathways computer program. There is District and TI support to guide you when necessary.
- Members can download printable pdfs of the entire project directly from the online version at no cost.
- Less costly than the printed paths
- Less work for the Base Camp Managers
- Requires access to the internet and computer